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Oracle SOA Suite 11g Developer's CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Over 65 high-level recipes for extending your Oracle SOA applications and enhancing your skills with expert tips and tricks for developers


	Overview

	
		Extend and enhance the tricks in your Oracle SOA Suite developer arsenal with expert tips and best practices.
	
		Get to grips with Java...
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Brain Dynamics: An Introduction to Models and Simulations (Springer Series in Synergetics)Springer, 2008

	This is an excellent introduction for graduate students and nonspecialists to the field of mathematical and computational neurosciences. The book approaches the subject via pulsed-coupled neural networks, which have at their core the lighthouse and integrate-and-fire models. These allow for highly flexible modeling of realistic synaptic...
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RxJava for Android Developers: with ReactiveX and FRPManning Publications, 2019

	Summary

	

	RxJava for Android Developers teaches you how to build fast, fluid, and reactive mobile apps for Android with RxJava.

	

	Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	

	About the Technology

	
...
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Linux Network ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 2004
This book deals with the architecture of the network subsystem in the Linux kernel. The idea for this book was born at the Institute of Telematics at the University of Karlsruhe, Germany, where the Linux kernel has been used in many research projects and its network functionality is modified or enhanced, respectively, in a...
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Discontinuity and Complexity in Nonlinear Physical SystemsSpringer, 2013

	Discontinuity in Nonlinear Physical Systems explores recent developments in experimental research in this broad field, organized in four distinct sections. Part I introduces the reader to the fractional dynamics and Lie group analysis for nonlinear partial differential equations. Part II covers chaos and complexity in nonlinear Hamiltonian...
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HVDC and FACTS Controllers: Applications of Static Converters in Power Systems (Power Electronics and Power Systems)Springer, 2004
HVDC and FACTS Controllers: Applications of Static Converters in Power Systems focuses on the technical advances and developments that have taken place in the past ten years or so in the fields of High Voltage DC transmission and Flexible AC transmission systems. These advances (in HVDC transmission and FACTS) have added a new dimension to power...
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Windows System Programming (4th Edition) (Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2010
“If you’re writing a native Win32 program or just want to know what the OS is really doing underneath, you need John’s book. He covers the stuff that real systems programmers absolutely must know. Recommended.” 

–Chris Sells, Microsoft Corporation
...
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Learn iOS 8 App DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Learn iOS 8 App Development is both a rapid tutorial and a useful reference. You'll quickly get up to speed with Swift (Apple's powerful new programming language), Cocoa Touch, and the iOS 8 SDK. It's an all-in-one getting started guide to building useful apps. You'll learn best practices that ensure your code will be...
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Hands-On System Programming with Linux: Explore Linux system programming interfaces, theory, and practicePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get up and running with system programming concepts in Linux

	
		Key Features

		
			Acquire insight on Linux system architecture and its programming interfaces
	
			Get to grips with core concepts such as process management, signalling and pthreads
	
			Packed with industry...
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Operating Systems: Internals and Design Principles (5th Edition) (GOAL Series)Prentice Hall, 2004
This book covers concepts, structure, and mechanisms of operating systems.  Stallings presents the nature and characteristics of modern-day operating systems clearly and completely.  Includes major programming projects. Offers step-by-step web support with CD/Rom Resources.     A basic reference for those interested in learning...
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The Digital Photography Book, Volume 2Peachpit Press, 2008
Scott Kelby, author of the groundbreaking bestseller “The Digital Photography Book, Vol. 1” is back with an entirely new book that picks up right where Vol. 1 left off. It’s more of that “Ah ha—so that’s how they do it,” straight-to-the-point, skip the techno jargon; packed with stuff you can really use...
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Distributed Operating SystemsPrentice Hall, 1994
 As distributed computer systems become  more pervasive, there is a need for a book that explains how  their operating systems are designed and implemented. This  book, which is a revised and expanded Part II of the best  selling MODERN OPERATING SYSTEMS, fulfills that need. KEY  TOPICS: It covers the material from the original...
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